CURRENCY 2014 – CALL FOR ARTISTS
1st – 15th of November 2014

The Place and Crying Out Loud, in partnership with the European Commission and with the support of EUNIC, curate in London a festival of fresh-thinking from the edges of European performance. This isn’t straightforward dance, circus or theatre but performance that blurs the borders of all three. These are ideas and forms that swap between people and places and land somewhere new. Currency is about exchange with added interest.

A selection committee will pick artists based on the following criteria*:

• Applicants must be EU residents (artists must notify in advance if they have a non EU passport)
• Work must be made in geographical Europe
• Artists must be available between 1 – 15 November 2014
• Level of experience: at least 3 years of creating work
• Work between 15 and 40 minutes duration (full work, no extracts)
• Fee: £400 per artist/technician
• Touring party: up to 5
• Artists recommended by a contact in their own country or seen by The Place and Crying Out Loud
• Work that can share a double bill, with simple technical requirements
• Previous Currency applicants may be considered with different work

*Some circumstances may be exceptional; we can be flexible on some of the criteria

Deadline for application: 9th June
Decision made: 9th July

Send your application (must include dossier, photos, video links, recommendation) to Ellie.Beedham@theplace.org.uk and axel@cryingoutloud.org